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MP Abdullah Maayouf said yesterday that he was elect-
ed head of the Assembly’s sports committee and MP
Abdullah Al-Turaiji as the rapporteur. Maayouf said the
committee plans to take all the measures necessary to

defend the Kuwaiti sports amid a total suspension by the
International Olympic Committee under the pretext that
Kuwaiti laws do not conform to the Olympic charter.
Maayouf said that the committee will shoulder its responsi-
bilities in pointing to those who caused the suspension and
are attempting to undermine the country’s image abroad.

Court acquits ex-MP Mulla of insulting...
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Investors and Western allies hoped the vote would help
restore stability and confidence in an $800 billion economy,
allowing Ankara to play a more effective role in stemming a
flood of refugees from neighboring wars via Turkey into
Europe and helping in the battle against Islamic State mili-
tants.

But in strengthening Erdogan, whose crackdowns on
media freedoms and tightening grip on the judiciary have
alarmed European leaders, the outcome is likely to mean
relations with the West will remain strained. Erdogan and the
AKP have been a fierce critics, for example, of US support for
Kurdish militia fighters battling Islamic State (IS) in neighbor-
ing Syria.

“This (result) makes more difficult a strategy of using the
Kurds against IS because AKP appeals to anti-Kurd senti-
ments,” said Bruce Riedel, a former CIA analyst and sometime
policy advisor to US President Barack Obama. TRT’s partial
results said the nationalist MHP opposition stood at 12 per-
cent. The HDP, which scaled back its election campaign after
its supporters were targeted in the Ankara suicide bomb
attack that killed more than 100 people on Oct 10, was on
10.3 percent. 

“SIMPLY A DISASTER”
This time, there were few of the flags, posters and cam-

paign buses that thronged the streets in the build-up to
June’s vote. “It is obvious in today’s election how beneficial
stability is for our nation and today our citizens will make
their choice based on this,” Erdogan told reporters after vot-
ing in his home district of Camlica on the Asian side of
Istanbul.

The election was prompted by the AKP’s inability to find a
junior coalition partner after the June outcome. Erdogan’s

critics said it represented a gamble by the combative leader
to win back enough support so the party can eventually
change the constitution and give him greater presidential
powers.

It is a gamble that appears to have paid off. “Turkey lost
considerable ground in economy, politics and terror during
this period, and gains were lost. Voters appeared to want to
bring back stability once again,” a third AKP official said.
Some Western allies, foreign investors and Turks had seen an
AKP coalition with the CHP as the best hope of easing sharp
divisions in the EU-candidate nation, hoping it might keep
Erdogan’s authoritarian instincts in check.

A senior official from the CHP, which had been preparing
itself for potential coalition talks, said the result was “simply a
disaster”. 

POLARISATION
The results could aggravate deep splits in Turkey -

between pious conservatives who champion Erdogan as a
hero of the working class, and Western-facing secularists sus-
picious of his authoritarianism and Islamist ideals. Voters
were sharply divided in their views on a return to single-par-
ty rule or the prospect of a coalition.

“The little welfare, better living conditions, bigger house
and fancier appliances we have, we all owe it to AK Party and
Erdogan,” said Nurcan Gunduz, 24, at the airport in Ankara.

“Look at the state of the country after the June 7 election
results and we didn’t even have a coalition government. I
can’t imagine how worse it would be if we did have it.”

But Yasar, a 62-year-old retired laborer now working as a
shoeshine man outside a mosque in the conservative
Istanbul district of Uskudar, said he switched his vote to the
main opposition CHP in hopes of a coalition. “I’ve given up
on the AKP. The honest party is the CHP. The country needs to
heal its wounds and a coalition is the best way.”  —  Agencies

Erdogan’s AKP regains majority in Turkey...
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Cairo said there were 214 Russian and three Ukrainian
passengers on board, and seven crew members. Both
Cairo and Moscow have downplayed the claim from
Egypt’s IS branch that it brought down the aircraft flown
by the airline Kogalymavia, operating under the name
Metrojet.

Prime Minister Sharif Ismail said experts had con-
firmed the militants could not down a plane flying at
30,000 feet (9,000 metres), the aircraft’s flight level, and
Russian Transport Minister Maxim Sokolov said the claim
“cannot be considered accurate”.

A Russian team including Sokolov and emergency
minister Vladimir Puchkov visited the scene in a remote
part of the Sinai. Two air accident investigators from
France-Airbus’s home country-were also due in Egypt
along with six experts from the aerospace giant.
Germany’s Lufthansa, Emirates and Air France all said
they would halt flights over Sinai until the reasons for the
crash were known.

UAE carriers
Meanwhile, United Arab Emirates airlines Emirates, Air

Arabia and flydubai said yesterday they were re-routing
flights to avoid Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula, where a Russian
aircraft carrying 224 passengers crashed on Saturday. The
airlines said they were closely monitoring the area and
the re-routing was a security precaution, according to
separate emailed statements to Reuters. Re-routing usu-
ally means longer flying distances, which add to fuel
costs. Budget carrier easyJet said it was taking advice
from all relevant authorities and was continuing to
“actively review” the situation. British Airways said in a
statement that it did not discuss flight routes, “however
we would never fly a route unless it was safe to do so”.

easyJet said that it, like other British airlines, did not
overfly central and northern Sinai on the advice of
Britain’s Department of Transport. The Russian plane
crashed into a mountainous area of central Sinai on
Saturday.

“Based on the information received to date, easyJet
plans to continue to operate flights to Egypt to carry holi-
daymakers as planned to and from Sharm el-Sheikh and
Hurghada but will continue to actively review the situa-

tion,” it said in a statement.
On Saturday, German carrier Lufthansa and Air France-

KLM said they had decided to avoid flying over the
peninsula while they waited for clarity on what caused
the crash.

“We found a three-year-old girl eight kilometres from
the scene” of the main wreckage, an officer told AFP from
a military base in El-Hassna, 60 kilometres from the crash
site. Many bodies were missing limbs, said the officer,
who requested anonymity. The IS affiliate waging an
insurgency in the Sinai claimed it brought down the air-
craft in revenge for Russian air strikes against the jihadist
group in Syria. But experts dismissed the idea.

To reach a plane at that altitude “you would need
hard-to-use missiles, so it seems unlikely,” said Jean-Paul
Troadec, former director of France’s BEA aviation investi-
gation agency. “This requires trained people and equip-
ment that IS does not have, to my knowledge.” Experts
said a surface-to-air missile could have struck the aircraft
if it had been descending, and that a bomb on board
could not yet be ruled out, but technical or human error
was more likely.

Full check 
An Egyptian air traffic control official said the pilot told

him in their last exchange that he had radio trouble, but
Civil Aviation Minister Mohamed Hossam Kamal said
communications had been “normal”.

“There was nothing abnormal... and the pilot didn’t
ask to change the plane’s route,” he said.

Russia has a dismal air safety record, and while larger
carriers have begun upgrading ageing fleets, the crash is
likely to raise concerns about smaller airlines such as
Kogalymavia. Kogalymavia defended pilot Valery Nemov,
saying he had more than 12,000 flying hours logged,
including 3,860 hours on the A-321. On Sunday, the
Russian transportation watchdog, Rostransnadzor,
ordered Kogalymavia to perform a full check on its A-
321s. Kogalymavia confirmed the instructions but denied
this amounted to a de facto grounding of its remaining
fleet of six A-321 airliners.

The last major air crash in Egypt was in 2004, when a
Flash Airlines Boeing 737 plunged into the Red Sea after
taking off from Sharm el-Sheikh, killing all 148 people on
board. —  Agencies

Russian plane broke up in the air

ST PETERSBURG: People light candles during a day of national mourning for the plane crash victims at Dvortsovaya (Palace) Square in St Petersburg yesterday.—AP


